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Now that the world-wide meeting of speleologists
is finished, the Hungárián organizers are pleasantly relieved. Organizers had heavy tasks to
accomplish, had to be on the álért permanently
and to solve emerging problems immediately.
Although we are naturally aware of the mistakes
we made, the unanimous appreciation of participants and the letters and press reports reflecting
gratitude all attest to the evaluation of the congress
as a success. Among the comments let us cite here
Prof. Derek Ford (a sentence repeated in his letter)
who contended that ‘of all congresses the Budapest
one was the best organized’.
The participants praised first of all the diversity
of professional and subsidiary programs, events
and the informative excursions, bút the venue and
formalities (information, receptions, decoration
and others) alsó impressed them favourably.
Judging from the number of participants, the
Congress has alsó to be regarded successfull as
724 people registered (see Table I). Compared to
preliminary registration (1126 people), this number
is rather low. Particularly speleologists from countries with roubles as convertible currency failed to
register as the registration fee proved to be too high
fór them. Including them attendance could have
been estimated at 950—1000 persons. Participants
represented 38 countries.
The lOth International Speleological Congress
was organized by the Hungárián Speleological
Society between August 13 and 20, 1989. The Spe
leological Institute o f the Ministry fó r Environmental
Protection and Water Management and the Cave
Committee o f the Hungárián Natúré Friends’ Association alsó contributed to the work of organization.
The patrons of the Congress were Dr. László
Maróthy, Minister of Environmental Protection
and Water Management, Dr. István Láng, Secretary
General of the Hungárián Academy of Sciences,
Dr. István Bielek, Mayor General of Budapest and
Dr. János Tóth, Secretary General of Federation
of Hungárián Scientific Societies.
The first official event of the Congress — excluding precongress excursions and the symposium

on cave rescue — took piacé in the Kiscell Museum,
in the afternoon on August 13th. In the presence
of a big audience, Dr. László Selmeczi, Director
General of the Historical Museum of Budapest and
Heinz IIming, painter, President of the Association
of Austrian Speleologists, opened the exhibition
‘Caves in the visual árts’. Guidance to the exhibition
was undertaken by Kinga Székely.
In the evening at an opening reception on the
congress venue the participants who arrived from
all parts of the world were greeted, old friends met
and new contacts were made.
At the Opening Ceremony (August 14, congress
venue), Dr. István Fodor, President of the Hungá
rián Speleological Society, as hőst addressed the
participants and then Dr. László Maróthy, Dr.
István Láng and Dr. József Bielek, patrons, and
Dr. Károly Füredi, Deputy Secretary General of the
Federation of Hungárián Scientific Societies, greeted
the guests from 38 countries. (The addresses will
be published on the official languages of the
Congress in the third volume of the Congress
Proceedings.)
At the Plenary Session after the Opening Cere
mony, the Presidium and Committees of the Inter
national Speleological Union reported on the last
intercongress period.
The same day in the afternoon sessions started
and continued — with one day break fór joint excursion on August 16th — fór five days until August
19th, in 18 sections, parallel in four rooms. The
number of lectures announced exceeded any previous figures: 456 lectures were presented or included intő the congress publication (the distribution
of lectures per sections is shown in Table 2).
Among the lectures the section on the development
of thermal caves has to be mentioned. Fór explanation and argumentation on the spot the Buda
caves were available and the topic of cave protec
tion, a Central issue in most parts of the world.
Before and after the sessions, the professional
committees of the U1S held their meetings and
discussed their recent activities and determined
future tasks.
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Table 1
Participants of the Congress by countrics and participation forms

accompanying

with lim. right

student

corresponding

guest

organizer

alltogether

8
16
9
2
23
7
3
1
2
26
22
17
16
3
39
2

1
10
10
—
6
5
—
—
—
5
19
12
12
4
3
2

—
10
—
—
6
7
—
—
—
—
1
—
5
1
—
—

1
1
3
4
1
4
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
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3
—

—
—
1
—
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—
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—
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3
—
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5
—
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1
2
—
—
1
—
—
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3
4
—
—
—
1
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
3
—
—
—
—
35
—

11
38
25
6
36
24
3
1
2
37
49
30
34
8
86
4

1
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2
1
2
1
6
2
5

1
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—
—
—
—
5
2
1

—
—
—
4
—
—
—
—
1
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—
—
—
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3
—
—
—
—
1
—
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—
1
—
—
—
—
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—
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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2
44
2
5
2
1
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4
7

3
4
1
1
3
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14
5
1
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3
—
—
2
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5
—
10
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16

—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
—
4
—
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—
—
—
—
—
2
—
—
—
—
3
1
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—
—
—
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5
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1
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1
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1
—
—
1
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1
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1
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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—
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4
7
1
2
5
32
34
12
1
31
61
56

3

1

—

—

—

1

—

5

2
15
45
40
6
61
26
5
1
4
45
52
60
42
14
93
4
1
2
70
4
6
2
1
15
5
9
2
16
8
3
40
7
56
34
19
2
43
72
182
2
10

372

206

40

25

22

21

38

724

1126

Countries

Argentína
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgária
Canada
China
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Francé
Germany, East
Germany, West
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Lebanon
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Poland
Portugál
Puerto Rico (USA)
Rumania
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
T urkey
United Kingdom
USA
USSR
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
alltogether
30

preliminary
presented

full right

P a rt i c i p a n t s

On August 16th — interrupting the work of the
Congress — a bús and boát trip was organized to the
Danube Bend. Via Dobogókő, the highest point
of the Visegrád Mountains (700 m), where Dr. Árpád
Juhász provided a geological introduction, we
arrived to Esztergom, where before and after lunch,
the Cathedral, the Christian Museum and the
exhibition ‘Caves in Komárom county’ organized
on the occasion of the Congress in the Museum of
Water Management were visited.
In the evening of August 17th, Minister László
Maróthy gave a reception to the honour of the
UIS Presidium and delegation leaders in the prestigeous old Gundel Restaurant.
Table 2.
Breakdown of papers by sessions
(published in the Proceedings)
Sessions

Number o f papers

A 1 Cave formation through
thermal water activity
A 2 The karst water cycle and
its role in cave evolution
A 3 Genetic of cave concretions
A 4 Surface features and their
relations to the caves
A 5 Paleokarst and their
evolution
A 6 Relatíve and absolute dating
of cave deposits
A 7 Régiónál speleological
phenomena
B 1 Caves and the environmental
pollution
B 2 Utilization of karst aquifers
with special regard
to their pollution
B 3 Cave climate and curativ
effect
B 4 Techniques of cave
exploration and touring
B 5 Impact of cave tours
on cave conditions
B 6 Documentation of caves
B 7 Humán activities
and the cave biota
B 8 Prehistoric mán and the
caves
B 9 Problems of protection
of show caves
B 10 Problems of subaquatic
cave exploration
B 11 Paleoflora and paleofauna
C
Cave rescue
Totál

20
50
30
32
19
19
66
10
9
56
19
6
27
36

Table 3.
Pre- and postexcursions of the Congress
Number of
participants

Excursions
D 1 Karst hydrogeological
and speleological features
in Hungary
August 10—30
D 2 Speleotherapic
and speleoclimatological
centres
August 21—26
D 3 Prehistoric remains in Hungary
August 21—24
D 4 Paleokarsts in Hungary
August 21—25
D 5 Subaquatic caves in Hungary
fór divers
51 Transdanubia
August 7— 13
52 Budapest
August 14—20
53 North Hungary
August 21—25
D 6 Show caves in Hungary
61 August 21—26
62 August 28—September 2
E 1 The caves of Budapest
August 13—20
E 2 Caves in the Bükk Mountains
21 August 21—27
22 August 28—September 3
E 3 Alsó-hegy Shafts
31 August 21—27
32 August 28—September 3
E 4 The stalactite caves of Jósvafő
and Aggtelek
41 August 10— 13
42 August 21—27
43 August 28—September 3
E 5 The caves on the Tés Plateau
and in the Bakony Mountains
51 August 7— 13
52 August 21—27
53 August 28—September 3
Totál

49

6
11
11

0
3
1
41
0
149
18
3
9
0
28
24
0
3
5
0
361

23
7
6
3
18
456

In the evening of August 19th, old and new friends
said goodbye to each other at a closing banquet of
good atmosphere, dancing and gastronomic curiosities. It took piacé in the aula of the Budapest University of Economics, bút the number of participants was regrettably reduced by the stiff price of
30 USD.
However, the official closing ceremony only followed next day, August 20th. At the morning
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plenary session the new UIS leadership was elected:
the new president is Dr. Hubert Trímmel, former
secretary generál, while the new secretary generál is
Dr. Camille Ek from Belgium (previously secretary).
The complete list of the elected leadership will be
published separately. The right to organize the
next congress (1993) was received — before the
alsó aspiring Belgium — by China.
The eleven pre- and postcongress excursions were
organized in 15 turns. Experts in karst hydrology,

speleotherapy, paleoarcheology and paleontology,
paleokarsts, underground caves and touristic caves
as well as people interested in the caves of Hungary
(at Budapest, Bükk, Aggtelek-Jósvafő, Alsó-hegy
and Bakony) equally found excursions to their
interest. Altogether 361 foreigners attended these
excursions (see Table 3).
Tamás Hazslinszky
President
Organizing Committee

CONGRESS VENUE AND EVENTS
On the venue
The Central events of the Congress took piacé
in the monument building of the Kari Marx (now:
Budapest) University o f Economics. It was built
between 1870 and 1874 by the plans of the famous
Hungárián architect, Miklós Ybl. The richly articulated edifice first served as Customs House. Its
yard was converted intő an aula in 1946—51 and
it is being restored intő its original style now.
The heart of the Congress was the information
desk, where an incessantly operating computer
recorded all the data of all participants, following
changes immediately. The programme was the
work of Ödön Vid and he was responsible fór permanent operádon. Without this state-of-the-art
device registration of European standards could
nőt have been ensured. An additional ‘software’
was provided by Nóra Fleek and Tünde Buzetzky
from the Society and their helpers, who never
seemed to gettired of serving the guests.
The opening and closing ceremonies were held
in the aula, decorated by the flags of the participating countries, fit fór the occasion, involving fourlanguage synchronous interpreting. This was the
site of the opening and closing banquets, too.
The four lecture rooms of sections, rooms fór UIS
meetings, the UIS Bureau and the Organizing
Committee were on the third floor of the building
and provided circumstances suitable fór undisturbed
work (see the figure attached to the Hungárián
version).
The síidé diaporama, videó and movie shows were
located in the two groundfloor lecture halls, under
good technical conditions. Although in inefficient
air conditioning in those hot days produced rather
unbearable temperatures in the show rooms, thanks
to the excellent films, interest did nőt decline even
in the middle of the night.
A central hall with columns near the aula served
fór exhibitions, individual exhibitors and sellers.
In the Southern part of the area, opposite the
Buffet Styx, in front of the showroom ‘Speleocinema’ the exhibition of the Hungárián Research
Centre fór Water Resources Management (VITUKI) on 11 panels, Italian exhibitors and somé valuable photographs from abroad could be seen.
In th e piacé o f th e S o u th e rn cloakroom th e re
gistration desk (alsó a n in f o r m a t io n c e n t re ) was set

up and opposite the exhibition of stamps and postcards could be visited. First-day stamping and than
the selling of stamps and postcards took piacé here.
In the continuation of this area, a popular meeting-place was formed around large circular tables.
From the plates with programmes any actual infor
mation could be obtained (dates, sites, news, invitations etc.).
Individual exhibitors and sellers were supplied
with a corner in the northern cloakroom. Here the
Society’s products were on sale and registrations
could be made fór the cave tours in Budapest. The
model of the Szemlő-hegy Cave by János Horváth
was exhibited here, always a centre of attention (at
present it can be seen in the exhibition hall of the
Szemlő-hegy Cave).
Among individual exhibitors and sellers mention
should be made of the Belgian, Italian, Germán,
American, French and Spanish national speleological societies, the Petzl firm, the Rózsadomb Kinizsi
Cave Exploration Association, the VMTE Baradla
Group, István Szőts, the cooperative selling the new
book ‘Színes barlangvilág’ (Colourful world of
caves) and the antiquary book-shop of Gábor
Magyari.
Here the high-standard geological maps and
plastic three-dimensional maps of the Hungárián
Geological Survey were exhibited and the Society
pút on display the maps of the major caves of Buda
visited during the tours (Pál-völgy, Mátyás-hegy,
Ferenc-hegy and Szemlő-hegy) as well as posters
on the major karst regions of Hungary.
Exhibition areas in figures
39 m2
Stamp exhibition
31 n r
Postcard exhibition
1 m2
Caricature exhibition
Photo exhibition (prize winners +
40 m2
exhibitors)
10 m2
Photo exhibition (in show-cases)
42 m2
Foreign exhibitors
10 m2
Others
m2
173
Totál
The groundfloor space, a proper piacé fór informál
professional talks as well as friendly chats, proved
to be extremely popular among the participants
even in hot weather; somé returned here from the
town in the evenings.
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The decoration of congress rooms was designed
by Péter Borzsák and Péter Szablyár. Participants
were on the opinion that these home-made decora
tion elements produced professional effect. The
requisites fór rapid information were prepared on
the spot in a small workshop, which alsó helped
foreign participants to solve their problems.
Participants received prepáid meals in the university canteen. The quantity and quality of meals
were satisfactory. However, the heat in the canteen
(the air conditioning equipment did nőt function)
reduced the positive opinion formed about meals.
Lodging was provided according to the demands
of participants. Four people requíred the highest
level of accommodation (in Hotel Flamenco), 80
hotels of médium ránk (Wien, SZÁMALK, KULTURINNOV), while 286 asked fór students’ halls
of residence (at the Technical and Horticultural
Universities); finally 143 participants lived in the
Flóra campground, Törökbálint. A bús shuttle
transported participants between the campground
and the congress venue and during the day buses
ran between the congress centre and the centre fór
cave tours, the Pál-völgyi Cave.
On the organization
The organization of the Congress began in autumn, 1986. On September 16th Dr. Ferenc Cser
was asked to coordinate work and he set up an
Organizing Committee of 15 members. They began
work by sending out the first and preparing the
second circular.
On June 6, 1988, Dr. Ferenc Cser resigned from
his post and Tamás Hazslinszky was appointed as
leader of the Committee. He established a smaller,
bút — according to his intention — more efficient,
Committee, including Dr. Tivadar Böcker (academic issues), Nóra F/eck (accommodation, transport and registration), Zoltán Házi (financial matters, publicity and receptions), Dr. Attila Kosa
(publication), Péter Szablyár (decoration), Kinga
Székely (formalities, exhibition) and — representing
the Cave Committee — Tamás Németh (sport
tours). Permanently invited intő the Comittee were
Miklós Gádoros, General Secretary of the Society
and Dr. János Tardy, Director of the Institute of
Speleology. The work of the Committee was di-

rectly assisted by Ödön Vid (computer system),
Péter Borzsák (decoration, medals and posters) and
Tünde Buzetzky (registration), who we borrowed
from the VITUKI.
The following colleagues were responsible fór
partial tasks: Dr. István Czájlik (photo competition
and exhibition), Dr. László Lénárt (stamp issuing,
stamp and postcard show) and the leaders of
excursions: D 1 — László Maucha, Márta Rényei;
D 2 — Dr. Tibor Horváth and Dr. János Tardy;
D 3 — Dr. Árpád Ringer; D 4 — Tamás Bakó;
D 5 — K. Attila Kollár; D 6 — Tamás Hazslinszky;
E 1 — József Kárpát; E 2 — László Czakó; E 3 —
Gábor Király; E 4 — Gábor Salamon, E 5 —
István Eszterhás.
In the organization of the Congress altogether
people were active. In addition to the Organizing
Committee, 30 people contributed to preparation
and completing partial tasks during the Congress.
About fifty people (including 33 secondary school,
college or university students specialized in languages) contributed to registration, information and
other organization work of the Congress. Ninety
people contributed to excursions and cave tours.
The success of the Congress would have been
impossible without the financial help, encouragement, professional advice or other kind of assistance of the institutions mentioned below:
Ministry fór Environmental Protection and
Water Management
Hungárián Academy of Sciences
Hungárián Geological Survey
Research Centre fór Water Resources Mana
gement
Research Centre fór Water Resources Mana
gement
Directorate of the Aggtelek National Park
Directorate of the Bükk National Park
National Association of Hungárián Philatelists
Amphora Divers Sport Club
FTSK Dolphin Underground Cave Exploration
Section
MHSZ Debrecen Divers Club
Poseidon Sports Association
Városmajor Sports Association
Tamás Hazslinszky—Péter Szablyár

CAVE RESCUE SY M PO SIU M
It was the second occasion that cave rescuers of
the world met in Budapest in the summer of 1989,
since the International Cave Rescue Symposium was
organized as part of the lOth International Speleological Congress in Budapest between August 9 and
13. The event was a responsibility of the Cave
Rescue Service, which belongs to the Hungárián
Natúré Friends’ Association.
The about fifty foreign participants, who arrived
from 14 countries, were received at the hall of
residence of the Kandó Kálmán Technical College
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on August 9th, from noon. Although the number
of foreign participants feli significantly beyond the
number of preliminary registrations, compared to
previous symposia, it was still the largest.
The opening ceremony took piacé in the Óbuda
Cinema the following day. After the words of welcome by Dr. György Dénes, leader of the Hungárián
Cave Rescue Service, addresses by André Slagmolen,
President of the International Organization fór
Cave Rescue, István Peták, President of the Hun
gárián Natúré Friends’ Association, and Dr. István

Fodor, President of the Hungárián Speleological
Society. The opening ceremony was followed by the
plenary session alsó in the cinema theatre.
The venue of sessions was the show-room of the
entrance building of the Szem/ő-hegy Cave. The
sessions lasted one day and a half. As most important professionally, perhaps the session on ‘Medical
issues in cave rescue’ can be mentioned, where
twelve physicians from seven countries sat by the
same table.
In the meantime, those interested could participate at facultative cave tours. Fór the whole course
of the symposium, altogether 22 cave tours were
arranged in order to satisfy the participants’ requirements fór information on the Budapest caves.
An exceptionally good atmosphere surrounded
the cave rescue practice, during which the task

was to get presumed wounded people of different
kind to the surface along different routes from the
Mátyás-hegy Cave. The participants showed possible Solutions to the emerging problems in the cave.
A surface presentation and exchange of experience
took piacé on the last day bút one in the Pál-völgy
stone quarry.
The closing event of the symposium was organized in the Szemlő-hegy Cave. To the parting
words by Dr. György Dénes, Dr. Derek Ford, Pre
sident of the International Speleological Union,
responded and thanked the work of both organizers
and participants, resulting in a successful meeting.
After the official ceremony the old and new friendships were made even closer at the closing banquet
in the entrance building of the cave.
Gyula Hegedűs

EXH IBITIO NS O N THE O CCASION OF THE CO NG RESS
Three separate exhibitions were associated with
the Congress. The one in the Museum of Kiscell,
entitled ‘Caves in the fine árts’ has to be emphasized, as it was a pioneer venture regarding its topic
and the matériái showed was of outstanding importance both from scientific and from Science
history aspects.
The comprehensive preparatory work included
research, transportation of paintings as well as organization of the exhibition itself and publishing a
guide to it. With numerous helpers Kinga Székely
was responsible fór this work.
Beyond adding a special event to the Congress
and giving aesthetical experience, the exhibition was
alsó meant to call the attention of experts assembled
in Budapest to a topic which has been neglected
until now.
The matériái of the exhibition comprises the
territory of historical Hungary, bút without aiming
at completeness.
Objects of art were borrowed from the Museum
of Blansko (Czechoslovakia), Museum of Őre and
Mineral Mining (Rudabánya), Geographical Mu
seum (Érd), Museum of Kiscell (Budapest), Mu
seum of Natúré Conservation (Liptovsky Mikulás,
Czechoslovakia), Library of the Hungárián Geo
graphical Society (Budapest), Graphics Department
of the Hungárián National Gallery (Budapest),
Historical Portrait Gallery of the Hungárián Na
tional Museum (Budapest), Moravian Gallery
(Czechoslovakia) and the National Széchényi
Library (Budapest). Individual donors included
Mrs. József Breznay, Dr. Hubert Kessler, Dr.
Frantisek Skrivanek (Czechoslovakia), Béla Szekendi and Kinga Székely.
68 paintings, drawings and engravings were
exhibited, the works of Imre Vass, Károly Markó
Sr., Georg Hering, Ödön Kacziány, Gyula Sándy,
Gyula Háry, Ignác Spöttl, Géza Paur, Luise Kotz,
Károly Vittinghof, Ottó Ivekovics, Ferenc Jaschke,

Lázár Nagy, József Krenner, Jenő Ruffiny, A. Hor
váth, József Fischer, Miklós Barabás, Bálint Kiss,
András Petrich, FrantiSek Richter, Jacob Alt, Ferdinand Adamek, FrantiSek Kalivoda, Cenek KoSa,
Jenő Cholnoky and Mária Kessler-Szekula. The
original works and details of books with classic cave
pictures provided an excellent cross-section of
artistic cave representation — doomed to death
with the expansion of photography.
It is nőt only the interest, measured in the large
number of visitors, bút the favourable responses
in Hungárián press alsó prove the success of the
exhibition.
On the occasion of the Congress the exhibition
*Caves in Komárom county’ opened in the Museum
of Water Management, Esztergom. By the scenario
and from the matéria! of Márton Juhász, texts,
photos and maps on 37, 100 times 70 cm size
posters informed about underground and surface
karst phenomena and four show-cases were filled
with typical minerals, fossils and archaeological
finds, borrowed from the collection of the Hungá
rián Geological Survey (fossils), the Hungárián
National Museum (archaeology), the Balassa Bálint
Museum (archaeology), the Megalodus Cave Exploration Group (minerals) and the Gerecse Cave
Exploration Group (minerals).
In the Hermán Ottó Museum of Miskolc Dr. Ár
pád Ringer designed the exhibition ‘Paleolithic in
Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county\ It presented the
‘cradle’ of the research of early mán in Hungary,
the area which has supplied the largest number of
finds fór archaeology until now. Over the last more
than eight decades thirty caves were studied in the
Bükk and the finds — presented at the exhibition —
inform about the climate, flóra and fauna as well
as the changing life-styles of mán in the Bükk
Mountains during the last 130,000 years.
Tamás Hazslinszky—Péter Szablyár
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PUBLICATIO NS AN D BOOKS ISSU ED FÓR THE CO NG RESS
Nőt only the média dealt more with speleology
during the Congress, bút alsó several publications
appeared.
By the beginning of the Congress the Society and
the Organizing Committee produced a Proceedings
(edited by Dr. Attila Kosa) including the announced
lectures which arrived in time (222 full papers and
137 abstracts) in two volumes, altogether 700 pages.
(The third volume of the congress publication with
the later received papers, opening addresses, com
mittee reports, üst of new UIS officers and the full
list of participants is due to be issued in the middle
of 1990.)
A programme of 50 pages, including all the events
of the congress a guide with routes of professional
excursions and important information about them
(in 11 volumes, altogether 425 pages in English
language) were alsó published.
The journal Karst and Cave produced a special
number in English, illustrated by colour photographs, providing a comprehensive picture on the
karst regions, caves in Hungary as well as informa
tion on the major results of the related disciplines,
the history and organization of cave exploration in
Hungary. This special number was distributed
among participants, price included in the registration fee.
A 20-page guide was prepared in Hungárián and
English fór the exhibition ‘Caves in the visual árts’
and another two-language representative booklet

fór the exhibition ‘Paleolithic in Borsod-AbaújZemplén county
On five occasions during the Congress the ‘News*
was issued. Its necessity emerged even during
preparatory work, bút the decision which brought
it about was only made in the afternoon, August
14th and installing a xerox editing and multiplying
on the spot became possible. The following morning
the News appeared and continued to appear regularly (except fór the excursion day of August 16th).
The August 20 number was ready — due to the
careful preparation — 10 minutes after the election
of the new UIS bureau and the decision about the
1993 congress — it caused much surprise among
the participants.
Besides the publications, the Organizing Com
mittee had other small presents fór the participants.
A poster calendar was issued with the congress
emblem and a colour photograph of the József-hegy
Cave. The Congress envelope and postcard with the
last-century pictures of the Baradla Cave and the
congress emblem on stickels of various size were
on sale.
In honour of the Congress the Technológia
Publishers issued a photoalbum entitled Colourful
world o f caves. The 120 colour photographs showing
the most beautiful and interesting caves of Hungary
were supplemented by descriptions in Hungárián,
Germán and English.
Tamás Hazslinszky—Péter Szablyár
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Síidé, diaporama, videó and film shows
on the Congress
August 15íh, 1989
Pino Sfregola: Skocjanske Jame (diaporama)
Videó:
Saga under ice — 26’
Atlantida — 26’
Le souffle du Dragon — 26’
Panniking plains cave diving expedition — 6*
The courses of water — 87’
The secret flow of the river Korana
August 17th, 1989
Film:
Le trón du diable (16 mm)
Dong (16 mm)
Expedition BU-56 (16 mm)
Pestera Isverna (8 mm)
Speleologia Subaqua (8 mm)
Síidé:
Höhlenimpressionen (diaporama) Berg, P.
Lechuquilla Cave (New Mexico). Text: Neil
Backström, photo: Urs Wildmer, Báli Ballman
Exploración de cuevas de Puerto Rico e Isla
de Mona
August 18th, 1989
Film:
The caves of Hungary (Well of the Pást, Perspiration of Angels, Pages from an Open Book,
Caves in the Capital, Mán and Cave) (Hungá
rián Tele vision)
Síidé:
Belov: Caucasus, Siberia
Maltsev, Veselova, Voidakov: Caves of CuppCouturr system (USSR, Kugitungtow Mountains)
Montgomery, R .: Lechuquilla Cave Project
Scheltens, J.: South Dakota caves
Stibrányi, G .: Speleomoney (diaporama)
Pictures from the Slovak karst (diaporama)
Dr Sloam, N.: Wakulla Springs, Florida
Palmer, R .: Mixed gas cave diving in the Bahamas Blue Holes.
Pulina, Rehak, Schroeder: Glacier caves, Spitzbergen
August 19th, 1989
Síidé:
Geological history of Hungary
Andy Eavis: Caves of Mulu and China (threedimensional)

Film:
Belov: Pohisenyie (16 mm) — 9’
Winners of the photo, videó
and film conipetition of the Congress
Photo
Black-and-white:

I. Benedek, L.
(Czechoslovakia)
II. Tasler, R.
(Czechoslovakia)
Colour:
I. Stibrányi, G.
(Czechoslovakia)
II. Manek A. (Hungary)
Síidé about caves: I. Hroarson, B. (Iceland)
II. Benedek, L.
(Czechoslovakia)
III. Lénárt, L.—Mrs. Bállá
(Hungary)
The prize of the Federation of Hungárián Photographers was won by G. Stibrányi (Czechoslovakia).
Post-deadline category:
black-and-white: Frantz, W. (USA)
colour:
Wooldridge, J. (Great Britain)
Videó:
A category: I. Karst in China, Geomorphology
(China)
B category:
U-Matic system:
I. Atlantida (Favre, G.,
Switzerland)
II. La Souffre du Dragon
(Favre, G., Switzerland)
VHS system:
I. Karst in China, Caves
(China)
II. In the French Caves
(Rozsnyai A., Hungary)
III. With Cavers in Hungary
(Mucke, D., GDR)
Film:
16 mm
I. Caves in the Capital
(Dúló K., Hungary)
II. Perspiration of Angels
(Lakatos I., Hungary)
III. Dong (Guinaud, F.,
Francé)
The prize of the Hungárián Television was won
by Saga under ice (Favre, G., Switzerland).
The prize of the Institute of Speleology was won
by Nullarbor Dreaming, Australia (U-Matic)
Péter Szablyár
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Exhibition of stamps and postcards showing caves
The Hungárián Speleological Society and the
National Federation of Hungárián Philatelists
organized an exhibition of stamps and postcards
representing caves on the congress venue, in the
aula of the University of Economics between August
13th and 20th, 1989. Preliminarily 24 individuals
and two institutions announced their participation.
Eventually the following participated (S means
stamps and P postcards):
Adamkó Péter
1 plate (P)
Banti, R. (Italy)
2 plates (S)
Benedek, L.
(Czechoslovakia)
1 plate (P)
Cronk, C. (USA)
1 plate (P)
Fleck Nóra
4 plates (P)
Hadobás Sándor
2 plates (P)

Hazslinszky Tamás
3
plates(P)
Irwin, D. (United Kingdom)
4 plates (P)
Lendvay Ákos
1plate (P)
Dr. Lénárt László
16 plates (P and S)
Miskey Károly
4
plates(S)
Rogers, C. (United Kingdom) 1plate (P)
Székely Kinga
5
plates(P)
Winkelhöfer, R. (GDR)
1plate (P)
Museum of Zemplén
4
plates(P)
The standards of the exhibited matériái were
highly variable. Somé lacked any explanation, while
others had inscriptions under them in two languages. A postcard and a memória! diploma were issued
as invitation cards.
Dr. László Lénárt

Stamp series about caves in Hungary
On the occasion of the Congress, the Hungárián
Post — initiated by the Organizing Committee —
issued a series of four stamps, entitled ‘Caves in
Hungary’. The 3-Ft stamp shows the detail Hal
szárító (Fish-drier) from the Baradla Cave, the
5-Ft one part of a corridor in the Szemlő-hegy Cave,
the 10-Ft one the formation Szomorúfűz (Weeping
willow) from the Anna tufa cave, while the 12-Ft
stamp presents a detail from the bath of the Mis

kolctapolca laké cave. The drawings were produced
by the graphic artist László Dudás. The memória!
stamping by the firstday stamping showed the sites
of the caves, while the occasional stamping of the
Congress consisted of the Congress emblem with
somé modification in the text. On the four envelopes
printed fór the first-day stamping cave entrances are
seen with the explanatory text by Dr. L. Lénárt.
Dr. László Lénárt
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M A N A G EM EN T OF THE IN TER N A TIO N A L SPELEOLOGICAL
UN IO N (1 9 8 9 -1 9 9 3 )
President:
Dr. Hubert Trimmel (Austria)
Vice-president:
Dr. Júlia James (Australia)
Dr. Gerard Duclaux (Francé)
General-secretary:
Dr. Carrille Ek (Belgium)
Advisory secretaries:
Dr. Petar Beron (Bulgária)
Dr. István Fodor (Hungary)
Dr. Paolo Forti (Italy)
Russell Gurnee (USA)
Dr. Tamaz Kiknadze (USSR)
Andy Eaves (Great Britain)
Dr. Franco Urbani (Venezuela)
Dr. Zhang Shouyue (China)

At the presidium table: Derek C. Ford,
Hubert Trimmel and Camille Ek (by P. Borzsák)

UIS-COM MISSIONS
The internál bodies of the International Union
of Speleology are the following:
A ) Department o f Protection and Management —
Département de la Protection
Commission pour la protection, Texploitation et
le tourisme (des cavités et des régions karstiques)
Président: Francé HABÉ, Jugoslavija
Commission pour le grottes amenagées
Président: Russell GURNEE, United States

Commission des grandes cavités
Président: Claude CHABERT, Francé
Commission pour TAtlas des Régions Karstiques
Président: Dieter BURGER, République Fédérale Allemande
Commission pour TInformatique
Président: Peter MATTHEWS, Australia
Commision pour l’Histoire de la Spéléologie
Président: Heinz ILMING, Autriche

B) Department o f Research — Department de la
Recherche scientifique
Commission de la physico-chimie et de l’hydrogéologie du karst
Président: Paolo FORTI, Italia
Commission du paléokarst et de la spéléochronologie
Président: Pavel BOSAK, Tchécoslovaquie
Commission de Spéléothérapie
Président: Tibor HORVÁTH, Hongrie
Groupe de travail: Karst des glaciers
Président: Adolfo ERASO, Espagne
Groupe de travail: Cavités artificielles
Président: Jacques CHABERT, Francé
Groupe de travail: Karst hydrothermal
Président: Jurij DUBLJANSKI, Union Soviétique
Groupe de travail: Grottes volcaniques
Président: Bili HALLIDAY, United States

D) Department o f Exploration — Département de
Vexploration
Commission de Spéléo-Secours
Président: André SLAGMOLEN, Belgique
Commission de Matériel et Techniques
Président: Dávid McCLURG, United States
Commission de la Plongée Souterraine
Président: Frantisek Tomas PISKULA, Tché
coslovaquie

C ) Department o f Documentation — Département
de la Documentation
Commission de Bibliographie
Président: Reno BERNASCONI, Suisse

E) Department o f Education — Département de
TEnseignement spéléologique
Commission de TEnseignement spéléologique
Président: Claude MEYSONNIER, Francé
Groupe de travail: Education scolaire en spé
léologie
Président: Peri FRANTZ, United States, and
Natalie JABLOKOWA, Union Soviétique
F) Advisory Committee — Comité Consultatif
Président: Friedrich OEDL, Autriche
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